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A true classic! When no one else can answer your questions on celebrations, ceremonies,
customs, and rituals, The First Jewish Catalog can.

"The book′s strengths are clear: it summarizes the writing process that coincides with the typical
process that I teach students to conduct empirically-oriented research in political science. The
author captures the typical undergraduate political science major audience well, and is
accessible to students who do not intend to pursue political science as a profession, but who I
think will benefit from a greater understanding about the process that political scientists follow to
identify a puzzle or problem, survey the literature, develop a thesis, and design and carry out a
logical process to address the problem.” -- Timothy LaPira ― Review Published On:
2010-10-05“The book is very accessible in terms of writing, complete with great examples. I like
that it walks students through the process of finding a topic, formulating the research question
and writing the literature review so thoroughly.” -- Kimberly Cowell-Meyer ― Review program
Published On: 2010-10-05"Most of my students did well once they identified a tractable research
question. This is where Baglione’s text shines. A poorly-thought out project is not likely to end
well, even if the author is otherwise smart and industrious. Designing research projects, starting
with the development of a good question, is probably the single most important skill that I can
teach beginning college students. It’s a wonderful reference. I’ve enjoyed using it, and I can
imagine using it again in the future." -- Christopher Marcoux ― Review Published On:
2010-10-05"The strengths are the checklists, the clear guidance from A to Z on how to think
through the process; the calendar is helpful to students. The incorporation of political theory and
the different students with different interests is excellent. Finally, it’s short and thus not
overwhelming. It’s a simple guide and that’s very useful." -- Rachel Cobb ― Review Published
On: 2010-10-05"The strengths of the book are numerous: the use of actual student writing, the
emphasis on multiple draft writing (I particularly appreciate this), the length of the text, the
emphasis on finding and then evaluating sources and plagiarism, and I really appreciate the
skills-based approachm particularly when it is deliberately done and demonstrates how these
skills are portable." -- Michelle Deardorff ― Review Published On: 2010-10-05"As a
supplemental text, it contains an appropriate mix of writing skills and methodology. The
emphasis is first and foremost on writing skills, but the book introduces enough methodology to
help undergraduate students design rigorous research papers. I also like that the book provides
clear advice for both qualitative and quantitative analysis (and combinations thereof)." -- Kirsten
Taylor ― Review Published On: 2010-10-05About the AuthorLisa A. Baglione is a Professor and
the Chair of the Political Science Department at Saint Joseph′s University. Her major fields of
study are International Relations and Comparative Politics. Dr. Baglione has published works



exploring contemporary Russian foreign policy, post-settlement peacebuilding, the arms control
decision-making process in the United States, the Soviet Union, and Russia, and the research-
paper writing process, and has co-authored articles on the transformation of the Russian polity
and economy in the early post-communist period. Currently, she is researching conflict
transformation in the twenty-first century and contemporary Russian center-periphery relations.
At Saint Joseph′s, Dr. Baglione teaches courses in which she developed the ideas, advice, and
techniques offered in this work.
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Аmazon Reader, “Essential Reading for Any Jewish Household. I have had this book for over 30
years. It was like a how-to bible for me on Jewish practice. I loved it and wanted to give one to my
daughter now. Book came in pretty good condition. While many addresses and phone numbers
no longer be current, I still believe this is a critical addition to any Jewish household. There is so
much valuable knowledge, insight and pictures. And frankly, the whole 70s theme of it is kind of
fun to read. You get an earthchild sense, but I love it and highly recommend. Also, the Second
and Third Catalogues are also good, but the First one is the best!”

Charles Day, “My 'bible' on Judaism. Well, let's say ONE of my bibles on Judaism which cannot
be reduced to one book no matter how well done. Great pictures and understandable to a non-
Jewish person like myself - I bought it in the 1970's and have nearly warn it out over the years.
Still have a lot to learn and this book will be a primary reference...EVEN with the internet search
engines we now have.”

Barbara, “Mine got borrowed and never returned: This is the Original. This is the Original Jewish
Catalog; my challah recipe is from this book and so are other women's in Knoxville, Tennessee.
We all had a copy in the late 70's. Glad to see I was still able to get a copy. Better than all
Catalogs since this one.Can't go wrong with a Bride's gift.”

Katya, “Like this store. All good. Good customer service”

Robert Buchanan, “One of my favourite reference books AND just simply reading books. One of
my favourite reference books AND just simply reading books. I just love it and no matter where I
have lived, one incarnation or another of this book has occupied my bookshelf...and when the
copy gets too old and used and not readable anymore, a new copy is ordered.”

jewessjen, “Quaintly antiquated.. I use this constantly as a Jew. Get the original, not the newer
printings. The original was done in the '70's and it just has this very open, dowhatchalike feel.
Everything is covered from living Kosher to Shabbat to the Shoah. It's a 'how-to' manual for the
Reformers. Good things abound. Take what you like and leave the rest.”

Lisa Dene Mayer Thompson, “Being Jew. Great learning tool”

Henry A. Gonzales, “I am a recent convert to Judaism after discovering my .... I am a recent
convert to Judaism after discovering my Jewish ancestry. I am enjoying this book immensely. It
is filling some of the gaps in my knowledge of Jewish living.”

Sr A. M. House, “How to be Jewish and enjoy it. How should one arrange one's kitchen? How



does the housewife plan for the Friday night meal? What and how and why Passover? This
Cataloguewas composed for Jewish families - especially young people in the USA, many of
them far from older family members back in Ukraine, etc - who want to follow ritual and hold
tradition, and need a helping hand and an enthusiastic, encouraging voice to help them. Dozens
of topics are covered, with lists for further reading, website addresses, plenty of illustrations.
For non-Jewish readers it's also fascinating, particularly for believers needing to know more of
the roots of their Christian faith and practice. No wonder that the First Jewish Catalogue has
been followed by a second and a third, and that its editors have a continuing, lively dialogue
with the readers,  of whom I am one.”

Sergej Gandfeld, “Sollte man gelesen haben. Das ist ein unerreichtes Buch, auch wenn es voller
Adressen aus den 60er Jahren ist - diese kann man heute natürlich nicht mehr nutzen. Aber wie
man Tzitzit knüpft, wird selten irgendwo erklärt.”

Shlomo Silverman, “This is a somewhat dated book, but an incredible .... This is a somewhat
dated book, but an incredible resource of information and an alternative to the common
perceptions of what Judaism is about.”

The book by Lisa A. Baglione has a rating of  5 out of 4.7. 74 people have provided feedback.
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